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President’s Report
Many thanks to Mal and Katrina for hosting this meeting and 
arranging perfect weather for the occasion. There was a good 
roll up, considering the distance required for some to travel.

A short formal meeting was held (see minutes). It was great to 
welcome several “first time” attendees to the day.

A number of members received their “Log Books” and green membership cards. If you were one of the ones, 
like me, who didn’t receive a book, hopefully they will arrive for the next meeting. The books can be used to 
record your hive activities. It is now a requirement to keep records as part of the new Biosecurity Regulations. 

Glen Locke “volunteered” to conduct a couple of hive inspections. Thanks Glen. The hives were healthy, quiet 
and bringing nectar in.

Whist the inspections were being done, Paul and Steve took care of the sausages and a small team arranged 
the salads etc for lunch.

After lunch and the clean up, discussion revolved 
around a current issue …. Small Hive Beetle. I started 
the ball rolling with an overview of the SHB life cycle 
and the damage that they can incur. A photo of a 
“slime out” was passed around. Several members 
discussed their SHB management strategies. Frank 
brought out his moth balled, 10kg “beetle squasher 
roller” (patent pending!). When SHB arrived in 
Australia, not so many years ago, people were 
inventing all sorts of devices to deal with the pest. 
Frank’s beetle squasher was a winner! Once the 
beetles were squashed, you could celebrate by doing 
some curls to build up your biceps!

Matt Connell spoke about the honey collection 
system. If you have good quality surplus honey, talk 
to Matt. Briefly, you can take the honey to him, it is weighed, you fill out a vendor declaration and it is poured 
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into a 200L drum. The price received will be the 
“going rate” when the drum(s) are sold. The price 
tends to hover around $5 per Kilo (give or take).

My next two - day Bee Course is at Tamworth, but 
the one on 23rd and 24th March is at Bellingen. 
Contact me if you are interested (0428 712 587).

There is also a “Bee Keeper’s Field Day” coming 
up in Tamworth. They are informative events and 
are organised by The Apiarists Association. More 
information as it comes to hand.

Regards

Allan
President

Meeting Report
Al opened the meeting and welcomed everyone. Apologies were read and the minutes from the November 
meeting were tabled as were the November, December and January treasury reports.

The MNC’s balance as at 31st January was $3758.49.

Log books and ABA membership badges were handed out, with Life Membership badges handed to Frank 
Karabaic and to Barbara on behalf of Peter Dickson-Smith.

Mal gave an introductory talk about the changes to this year’s Col. Pulling competition.

It will be held in June (7th to 9th) in conjunction with the Conference at Richmond, at Western Sydney 
University, Hawkesbury Campus. The theme is “The Art & Science of Beekeeping.” 

The ABA is looking forward to presenting an exciting programme of speakers from Australia and overseas who 
are involved in projects of world class standard. (Full speaker details will be announced shortly.) Trade stalls 
will be open at the venue on Saturday and Sunday. Our weekend will kick off on Friday evening with early 
registration and a presentation of entries in our bee-themed short film competition. Saturday and Sunday will 
be filled with talks, workshops and tours. Interclub competition displays and judging will happen on Saturday, 
with winners announced at the Conference Gala Dinner at Hawkesbury Race Club on Saturday night. The 
evening will also feature the finalists and winners of our new awards for individual beekeepers. The weekend 
incorporates our Annual General Meeting, which is open to all ABA members. TICKETS GO ON SALE IN MID 
FEBRUARY. Look out for an email invitation to purchase tickets at a special member discount. 

Please read your ABA newsletter for details.

Col. Pulling Changes
There are now four honey categories (very light added) and fifteen non-honey categories. Each club will 
be judged on the four honeys and three of the non-honey categories. The standard now is that of the RAS, 
meaning honey must be submitted as 3 x 500g jars for each.

◊ Non Honey Classes :- Natural granulated honey, creamed honey, chunk honey, frame of comb honey, 
beeswax block, moulded candles, 

◊ dipped candles, pollen clean & dried, sweet mead, dry mead, beeswax wraps.

Shopping and browsing
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◊ Club report will be an online form.

◊ Club project or initiative developed in the last 12 months

◊ Club quiz- each club must submit 5 questions (multiple choice) with answers. 20 questions will be selected 
and used in the contest in June.

◊ Photography topic - “This is us.” Images will be judged on originality and how clearly they depict 
the character of each club. Images should feature some or all members in an apiary or specific local 
surroundings.  Please take some time to set up the photo. It should reflect the energy and personality of 
your particular club. It can be a ‘class photo’ or any other formal or informal setup that you choose. 

ABA Individual Awards - These will be judged at the conference in June.

1. Beekeeping Invention of The Year - Have you devised a gadget or device that makes beekeeping life easier? 
We’d love to hear about it. Entry by competition entry form, including images and description. Finalists will 
be given a free ticket to attend the conference gala dinner and may be asked to explain or demonstrate 
their invention during the evening. 

2. Art or Craft Project Celebrating Bees - Calling all creatives. This is your chance to gain statewide fame 
and show off your artistic skills. This is a wide open category - you can submit an original work in any 
medium: for example woodwork, print, fabric, paint, dance . . . even cake.. Item judged on: skill, originality, 
visual impact, fit for purpose.  Judging panel and a members’ choice award. Items will be displayed at the 
conference and winners will be announced at the gala dinner.

3. Beekeeper Selfie - Here we’re looking for the best image of an ABA member with their bees.  Send us selfie 
(portrait looking at camera) of yourself in beekeeping setting and tell us in up to 200 words about your 
adventures with bees, where you live and which club you belong to. We will feature the best images during 
the dinner and in the journal during the year. All featured beekeepers will receive a prize .

4. Best Honey Label and Packaging - Submit up to three honey products in any type and combination of 
packaging fit for sale. Remember: this category isn’t about what’s inside the jar or box. It’s about how 
you have presented or marketed it to make it attractive to potential customers or recipients. Entries will 
be judged on design, compliance to regulations, execution and copywriting.  Separate expert panel and 
members’ choice awards.

Plenty there to think about, and we need to get busy!

Club Extractor
Our two frame honey extractor has arrived. It is available for club member use and will be loaned out in the 
same way our books are. If you borrow the extractor, please make sure you clean it thoroughly and return it 
at the following meeting. The extractor is made of stainless steel and therefore any disease transfer is easily 
avoided by thorough cleaning. It will most likely be kept at Michael Worraker’s place at Coffs Harbour.

What’s Flowering 

Ivory Curl, Duranta, Pink Bloodwood, Crepe Myrtle,

White ash, Sally wattle (mostly finished), tea tree (camelia sinensis), Grey gums, and blue gums, magnolia, 
cuphea, rosemary, bangalow palm and Bahair grass

The dry conditions have been harsh and the drought is ongoing, however our little friends seem to be going 
OK, with reports of good nectar flows. 
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Small Hive Beetle - Presentation by Al
The SHB has been in Australia since 2002.

Unchecked, the SHB will slime out your frames. Make sure you regularly check on your SHB traps, as for 
example the bees can propolise your e.g. Apithor baits, rendering them useless if not cleaned out.

Eggs 1–6 days Usually 2–3 days
Larvae
• feeding
• wandering

10–28 days. Usually about 16 days
6–14 days
4–3 days

Pupae 10–60 days Usually 21–28 days
Adults
• sexual maturity
• life

7 days
6 months

Examples of SHB Control

◊ Traps – filled with e.g. food grade Diatomaceous Earth or vegetable oil with a little bit of cider vinegar.

◊ Apithor baits.

◊ Maintain strong hives.

◊ Breed for hygienic behaviour.

◊ Freeze frames/stickies before replacing them in the hive (or place in cool room for several days).

◊ If hive becomes queenless – remedy this by either re-queening or combining with another hive.

◊ Chickens may possibly help?

◊ Screened bottom boards.

◊ In America, some beekeepers use red coloured, 
see through lids. These allow red light to 
penetrate into the hive which the SHB do not 
like, but it does not worry the bees. Another 
way to achieve this is by wiring in red LEDs.

Lifecycle of the small hive beetle
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/220240/small-hive-beetle-management-

options.pdf
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Hive Activity
Thanks again to Glenn for conducting the inspection in such 
an informative way.

Tips 

◊ To be safe, think about what you are doing e.g. light 
coloured clothing, no dark sunglasses, use your smoker no 
matter what anyone tells you. 

◊ Smoke the front of the hive, wait up to three minutes 
before opening the hive.

◊ Preferably, do not place frames on the ground, place them 
for example into a spare box.

◊ Inspect your frame at waist level with the sun shining onto 
the frame.

◊ Learn your bee behaviour. If they are a bit grumpier than 
usual, maybe use a bit more smoke or come back another 
day (e.g. warmer day or not as windy).

◊ Very cranky bees get three strikes, then after that destroy 
the queen and re-queen.

◊ Pull first frame out, then after inspecting subsequent 
frames, place them in the box close to you in the order 
they came out. When you finish, push all frames together to 
the other side (original place) in one motion. (Quicker than 
doing it one frame at a time).

◊ To catch the queen, use your dominant hand to pick her up 
by the wings, then grab her by the thorax with your other 
hand. Now you have your dominant hand available to mark 
her with a pen.

◊ If you find your queen, place her into a queen catcher and 
out of the sun to keep her safe while you inspect your 
hive. To be safe, do not pass on the queen catcher to another person as 
mishaps can happen and the queen catcher could accidentally open and 
you could lose your queen.

◊ Put old wax frames that you wish to replace on the edge of the brood box 
or up into the super to hatch out any bees and then you can cut out the 
old wax.

◊ Pollen frames are usually found on the edge of the box.
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Hive No. 1

◊ Mal and Katrina use beetle traps 
with Diatomaceous Earth and 
small mats on top to keep them 
in the dark and more attractive to 
the small hive beetle.

◊ Not overly strong hive but nice 
brood pattern. Small amount 
of Chalkbrood present on some 
larvae.

◊ Queen was caught and marked.

Hive No. 2

◊ Re-queened ten months ago. 
Week hive. Brood box slightly 
honey bound but super box is 
empty. Suggestion to destroy queen and combine with another hive.

◊ Queen not found.

Hive No. 3

◊ Two full supers. One super placed above a clearer 
board to clear the bees from the super to make it 
ready for extracting.

◊ Queen was caught and marked.

◊ Freshly laid eggs and nice brood. (new eggs stand 
up, but slowly go into a laying down position by day 
3, when they are ready to hatch).
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Thank You 

Thank you to all those who cooked, helped set up, pack up and clean up. Thanks to Glenn and others for the 
hive inspection, thanks to Al and all those who shared their SHB tips, thanks to Dasha for taking notes, and 
thanks to Paul for taking some wonderful photos.

To see all the photos go to https://photos.app.goo.gl/f5KbMXogYLf2zTUY7

Club News
Michael Worraker has our club’s supplies of Wax Foundation and Apithor SHB traps. Please contact him on 
0408 293 031 or by email michael.worraker@gmail.com

Excess Honey?
Contact Matt Connell - 6657 4174

He will take your honey and you will be re-imbursed when the drum is sold.

Log Books and Name Badges
If you haven’t already, sign in to your ABA account at beekeepers.asn.au

Tick the box which says receive free copy of the log book  and your book will be sent to the club for pick up. 
You can also choose to have the log book sent to your address for $5. There is a limited time that the free offer 
will apply. The ABA has professional logbooks also available.

Name cards are available for pick-up at Club meetings. This year’s colour is green, based on the queen colour 
coding system. 

Fees
As you’re most likely aware Membership fees for 2019 are now due. The fee is $40 and with insurance at $20, 
many members are taking up the insurance. Cheap buy for peace of mind. 

If you are having trouble with your payment please give me a call on 6649 0990  or contact Sheila Stokes by 
email web@beekeepers.asn.au.

Library
Please return library books ASAP after borrowing. It is difficult for the Librarian to have to track down 
unreturned items.

A new book has been added to the library:

“Beehive Alchemy” by  Petra Ahnert

It contains projects and recipes using honey, beeswax, propolis, and pollen. For Example - Soap, liquid soaps, 
lip balms, face cleansers, body butter, lotions, creams, toothpaste, lozenges, candles, tea lights, furniture 
polish, wood conditioners, incense, sealing wax, crayons, encaustics, batik wax, wax wraps, recipes, cocktails, 
tonics, & more

https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPENZDSPu1UBXeH4xxYfQ3dkvj0073vDi_bxCxA2HN6YxrUab4bI5teaa3ANc9lPA?key=LWhuODYzMEdCSy1UbFJBRkVMVzFPTkZuVG54MWNB
mailto:michael.worraker%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.beekeepers.asn.au/#
mailto:web%40beekeepers.asn.au?subject=
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Future Meetings
March 10th meeting at “Little Star Bees” at Misabotti.

April 14th meeting at the Shearer’s at Raleigh.

For Sale 

70 virtually new telescopic lids - $20 ea

Contact Gary Hildebrand  0429 138 392

Training Courses
Al Thomas will be conducting a “Beginning in Bees” course on 23rd  & 24th March at Bellingen.

Contact Allan on 0428 712 587 or beekeepingworkshops@gmail.com

Crop Pollination
HoneyBee Hives are seeking expressions of interest from beekeepers that may be interested in providing crop 
pollination services for blueberry growers in the Woolgoolga area.

The pollination period varies between growers so availability from March/April to Sept/Oct for 2-6 months is 
ideal.

Regular hive inspections and maintenance are required as well as public liability insurance to $20M.

All hives must be AFB free and will be inspected before placement on farms.

If you would like more info or to register your interest, please contact us via this link: https://www.
honeybeehives.com.au/pollination-brokers

Thanks so much

Di McQueen

HoneyBee Hives & The Beekeeper’s Bible

0411 097 275

honeybeehives.com.au

beekeepers bible.com

facebook.com/honeybee-hives

facebook.com/BeekeepersBible

Margaret’s Honey Biscuits Recipe
◊ 90g butter, 1/3 cup brown sugar, 1/3 cup honey,  - warm together

◊ 1 1/2 cups of flour

◊ 1 1/2 tspns baking soda

Bake at 170 degrees for 12 min

mailto:beekeepingworkshops%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.honeybeehives.com.au/pollination-brokers 
https://www.honeybeehives.com.au/pollination-brokers 
https://www.honeybeehives.com.au/
https://www.beekeepersbible.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/HoneyBeeHIvesBuzz/posts/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/BeekeepersBible
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Frank’s Hive Hint No. 9
GOLDEN BEES and queens are pretty to look at but that doesn’t mean they are the best.

WELL FERTILIZED QUEENS  will produce more bees for longer to replace old workers.  This will keep a hive 
strong.  Mating areas should be stocked with well bred drones.

QUIET BEES  are easier to work with.  Beekeeping  need not involve being chased and stung by angry bees.

WELL FED BEES live longer.  Good nutrition in early development is important.  Research shows that larvae fed  
inadequate pollen, results in workers that are poor foragers and waggle dancers.

PRODUCTIVE BEES  are those that have received proper nutrition. They will live longer so will gather more 
nectar and pollen in their lifetime.  The beekeeper will harvest more honey.

HYGENIC BEES  detect and remove dead and diseased brood before it becomes infectious preventing the 
spread of disease in the hive.  It makes the colony more resistant to chalkbrood and AFB.

LONG TONGUED BEES , like the Caucasian race, can access nectar in some deep flowers  where others cannot 
reach.

If your bees have most of these qualities you are a lucky beekeeper.  Enjoy your hobby!

LOVE THOSE BEES.

Bees In The News
For the full story go to the Following link:

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-02-07/smart-bees-arithmetic-brains-research-rmit/10790470

Can you beat a bee through a maths maze? 

What arithmetical bees could mean for AI

Anyone who has seen a honeycomb knows bees can understand geometry, but now there is proof their tiny 
brains are also capable of learning basic arithmetic — and it could have implications for AI developers.

Key points:

◊ RMIT researchers have taught honey bees how to do basic arithmetic using colour-coded mazes.

◊ The findings indicate that big brains aren’t needed to do maths.

◊ The achievement of complex thinking with very few neurons could have implications for AI development.

Researchers at RMIT have succeeded in teaching honeybees to do simple addition and subtraction in their 
heads, mid flight.

The experiment used special colour-coded mazes that presented the subjects with a maths problem and two 
possible answers. 

The bees learned, over hundreds of trials, to either add or subtract one element from a number between one 
and five to select the correct path in the Y-shaped maze.

So just how big is a bee’s brain?

“The simple answer is ‘very small’”, according to Associate Professor Adrian Dyer, the top bee expert from RMIT 
University in Melbourne.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-02-07/smart-bees-arithmetic-brains-research-rmit/10790470
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“A bee’s brain contains around 960,000 neurons — about the same number as in the retina of one human eye,” 
he said.

“A pin head would be a very good analogy.”

Why and how?

It is unclear exactly why bees have evolved the ability to count, Dr Dyer said, but it probably has something to 
do with flowers — or more specifically, resources.

“We think counting flowers, keeping track of resources is possibly also very important for navigation,” he told 
AM.

Although they are unlikely to need to add or subtract in the wild, bees’ ability to acquire and manipulate 
learned information to make decisions could help in foraging, the researchers explained in the published 
report.

For example, remembering which flower traits, such as size, colour and shape, are associated with quality 
essential resources, and which flower traits are not.

He said bees’ advanced capacity in relation to brain size showed they had to be very clever in how they used 
their resources for maximum efficiency. 

Next Meeting
Little Star Bee Sanctuary - Steve and Trudi Hayes

Date:  Sunday,  10th March 2019

Address:   1202 Misabotti Rd, Misabotti (see below for directions)

  LOOK FOR THE BEE SIGNS   

Phone:  6564 8737

Time :   10 am for 10:30 start

Activity :  There will be a hive inspection - Steve and Trudi have an extensive Apiary, which includes Native
   Bees.

Lunch:  B-B-Q at 1:00pm

Cost:   $5.00

What to Bring:

◊ Please bring an item for lunch, morning tea and the raffles. 

◊ Chairs

◊ Protective clothing (The club has some suits for those who don’t have any). 

There is an uphill walk to the education centre and apiary.

For more Information contact Mal Banks - 6649 0990 or Phil Jury - 6568 5655.

Directions:

◊ Take the Nambucca exit off the Pacific Highway heading south, follow the signs to 
Bowraville.

◊ Take the Bellingen Rd just before Bowraville. 

https://www.bing.com/maps?q=1202+Misabotti+RdMisabotti+NSW&pc=MOZI&form=MOZLBR
https://www.bing.com/maps?q=1202+Misabotti+RdMisabotti+NSW&pc=MOZI&form=MOZLBR
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◊ Drive till you reach a fork in the road. 

◊ Turn left onto Hellawells Rd.

◊ At the end you will reach a T intersection.

◊ Turn right onto Missabotti Rd.

◊ Past the hall about 5 km’s on the dirt you will reach a microwave letter box and a bee box 
letterbox with our sign on a tree. Turn right down this driveway. (When you are on the 
dirt you will pass a small patch of bitumen and a house near the road – we are the second 
driveway on the right after this). 

◊ After you travel across the dry creek bed, keep to the left – this will lead you into Little Star 
Bee Sanctuary.

◊ If you have any questions or queries, please do not hesitate to contact us on 6564 8737. 
There is no mobile phone range at the sanctuary.


